ONLINE COURSE PLAN TEMPLATE

Online Course Main Objective

Course objective
What is the main goal you are trying to help your students achieve? What is their pain point or
struggle you are helping them overcome. Use this space to write that out.

Steps
Think about how you want to get your student from point A (where they are in the struggle
with your topic) to point B (accomplishing the course objective). These steps will become the
modules for your online course. List out those steps here:
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ONLINE COURSE PLAN TEMPLATE

Online Course Module Plan
Print or duplicate as many Module Outline Templates as you need to fill out your online course.

Module objective
When creating your outline, you need to be clear on how each module works together to
contribute to the overarching goal of your course. Use this space to write 1-2 sentences about
the objective. Once you finish actually writing your lessons, use this objective as a check back
point to make sure you hit your mark.

Module content (Your steps)
Take one step per module and write down everything you know about that step. Think about
how learned that step for yourself, how you approach it now, how you accomplish it, etc. Break
your process down into bite-sized lessons to keep your student engaged. List out those bitesized lessons here:
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Online Course Lesson Outline
Print or duplicate as many Lesson Outline Templates as you need to fill out your online course

Lesson objective
When creating your outline, you need to be clear on how each lesson contributes to the
overarching goal of your module. Use this space to write 1-2 sentences about the objective.
Once you finish actually writing your lessons, use it as a check back point to make sure you hit
your mark.

Lesson content
Take one lesson idea and write down everything you know about that topic. Think about the
struggles your students face with this topic and decide how you will walk them through this
topic to accomplish this lesson objective.
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Actionable step
Give your students actionable steps they can take at the end of your lesson for their homework.
It can be as simple as a writing challenge or 2-day video project. Write down your homework
ideas for this lesson here.

References
Use this space to link to all your relevant references from this lesson.
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